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TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS SHEET

INDUSTRIAL LOCKERS 
FEATURES 

DOOR(S)

INTERIOR

SHELL

SIDES/ BACK/ BASE/ 
TOP

Materials: Made from lacquered sheet steel.

Paint: Lacquered electrostatic epoxy powder coating.

Steel sheet thickness: Shell - 6/10th

Stabilizer feet: 4 height-adjustable stabilizer feet, adjustment range 15 mm.

Assembly: 
Self-assembly: delivered flat-packed - easy assembly without screws or bolts.
One-piece construction: delivered fully assembled.

Notice: Row of lockers comprising a mandatory starter unit with add-on units attaching themselves subsequently to the previously 
assembled starter unit.
CAUTION: Lockers for clean industrial use and lockers for dirty industrial use cannot be combined in a single row.

Guarantee: 2 years

OPENING SYSTEMS

Materials: Made from lacquered sheet steel
Thickness: Door - 6/10th

Hinges: Concealed hinges, highly resistant and unhingeable in closed as well as in open positions. Door opens to 120° angle without 
inhibiting the opening of adjacent compartment doors.

Lock / closing mechanism: Padlock hasp system from stock (padlock not included). Key operated lock mechanism optional.

Accessories: Recessed label holders 70 x 18 mm (labels not included). Ventilation openings in upper and lower sections. 

Ventilation through back panel

Accessories: 
Clean industrial use lockers: Internally, lockers include one shelf with coat rail mounted to underside.
Dirty industrial use lockers: Internally, lockers include one shelf with coat rail mounted to underside and coat hook, a median partition 
to keep clean day-to-day clothing separate from industrial clothes.

FITTINGS 
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OPTIONS
BASE WITH BENCH 

(for flat pack & 1 piece)

SLOPING TOP
(for flta pack & 1 piece)

PLINTH MOUNTED ON 
FEET 

(flat pack only)

SET OF 4 FEET 
(one piece only)

LOCKS
(for flat pack & 1 piece)

BENCH
H42xD31xL120/160/200 cm
Materials: 
Structure : Tubular metal structure - Base 30 x 20 mm - Feet 30x30 mm - Light grey epoxy finish
Seat  : Varnished light beech wooden slats - Slat 90 mm width. 19 mm thickness
Other: Adjustable feet - Legs fitted with non-slip end caps 

For one-piece construction or self-assembly lockers
H35xD80xL60/80/90/120 cm

Materials: 
Structure: Steel tubes - base 30x20 mm - Feet 30x30mm - Light grey epoxy finish 
Seat: Varnished light beech wooden slats - Slat 90 mm width. 19 mm thickness
Description: Facilitates air flow and cleaning under the locker.
Instructions for self-assembly lockers: To be placed under a starter unit (mandatory) + subsequent add-on units in each row 
Other: Adjustable stabilizer feet. 

H15xD50xL60/80/90/120 cm

Materials: legs square profil 25x 25 mm
Description: Plinth with legs to raise the locker unit off the ground - Facilitates air flow and cleaning under the locker. 
Instructions: To be placed under a starter unit (mandatory) + subsequent add-on units in each row 
Other: Adjustable stabilizer feet. Self-assembly: delivered flat-packed - easy assembly without screws or bolts.

Key operated lock mechanism: 2 keys supplied.
Keypad combination locks: contact us for details.

Materials:  Metal structure - Light grey epoxy finish
Thickness: 12/10th
Description: Set of 4 legs H.15 cm - Facilitate air flow and cleaning under the locker.

H13xD50xL60/80/90/120 cm

Materials: One-piece construction welded cold rolled steel structure
Thickness: 6/10th
Description:  Sloping top - prevents storage of items on top of the lockers
Notice: Attached using screws - fitted to clean and dirty use industrial lockers. 
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USEFUL DIMENSIONS  OF LOCKERS

Height

Width

Depth

Height of upper section

Height of locker section

Width

Depth

Width of median 
partitions

 DIMENSIONS  

Height

Width

Depth

Height of upper section

Height of locker section

Width

Depth

Width of median 
partitions 

CLEAN INDUSTRIAL USE DIRTY INDUSTRIAL USE

1800

500 500

310 310

155 135

1800 1800

500 500

310 310

USEFUL DIMENSIONS (in mm)

300 400

OVERALL DIMENSIONS (in mm)

USEFUL DIMENSIONS (in mm)

OVERALL DIMENSIONS (in mm)

CLEAN INDUSTRIAL USE DIRTY INDUSTRIAL USE

300 400

210 310

1350 1350

460 460

1800

SSEELLFF--AASSSSEEMMBBLLYY  LLOOCCKKEERRSS

OONNEE  PPIIEECCEE  LLOOCCKKEERRSS

155 135

1350 1350

460 460

210 310
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